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Rodica Mihai∗

Abstract
Search games in graphs have attracted significant attention in recent years, and they have
applications in securing computer networks against viruses and intruders. Since graph searching is an NP-hard problem, polynomial-time algorithms have been given for solving it on
various graph classes. Most of these algorithms concern computing the node search number
of a graph, and only few such algorithms are known for computing the mixed search or edge
search numbers of specific graph classes. In this paper we show that the mixed search number of permutation graphs can be computed in linear time, and we describe an algorithm for
this purpose. In addition, we give a complete characterization of the edge search number of
complete bipartite graphs.

1

Introduction

The graph searching problem concerns a team of searchers who are trying to capture a fugitive
moving along the edges of the graph. The fugitive is assumed to be very fast and invisible, and he
knows the search strategy of the searchers. The minimum number of searchers that can guarantee
the capture of the fugitive under this worst case scenario for the searchers is the search number of the graph, and the problem is to compute this number. The study of the graph searching
problem started in 1970s when it was independently introduced by Parsons [25] and Petrov [28],
and since that time it has been studied extensively [3, 2, 21, 22, 18, 26]. It fits into the broader
class of pursuit-evasion, search, and rendezvous problems on which a large number of results have
appeared [1].
In a computer network setting, the graph searching problem serves as a mathematical model for
protecting networks against viruses and other unwanted agents, like spyware or eavesdroppers [2,
13]. A practical example is the problem of finding a successful strategy for a group of collaborating
software programs that are designed to clean the network from a virus [11].
In the above mentioned original version of graph searching by Parsons and Petrov, later called
edge searching [19], a search step consists of placing a searcher on a vertex or removing a searcher
from a vertex or sliding a searcher along an edge. An edge is cleared by sliding a searcher from
one of its endpoints to the other endpoint. Kirousis and Papadimitriou [19] introduced a variant of
graph searching called node searching. In this version an edge is cleared if both its endpoints contain searchers. A new version of the graph searching was introduced by Bienstock and Seymour
in [3]. This version, called mixed searching, combines features of both edge searching and node
searching. An edge is cleared either by sliding or by placing searchers at each endpoint. In the
mixed searching game, a contaminated edge of the graph is cleared if either both its two endpoints
∗
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contain searchers or a searcher is slided along it. The allowable moves are placing a searcher on a
vertex, removing a searcher from a vertex and sliding a searcher along an edge.
The minimum number of the searchers sufficient to perform searching and ensure the capture
of the fugitive for each of the models are respectively the edge, node, and mixed search numbers,
and computations of these are all NP-hard [3, 22, 18]. The node search number of a graph is
known to be equal to its pathwidth plus one; the mixed search number of a graph is equal to its
proper pathwidth [31].
Polynomial-time algorithms are known for computing the node search number of trees [27,
29], interval graphs [7], cographs [6], k-starlike graphs for fixed k [26], d-trapezoid graphs [5],
block graphs [9], split graphs [17], circular-arc graphs [30], and permutation graphs [4, 23]. However, only for a few of these graph classes polynomial-time algorithms are known for computing
mixed search or edge search numbers. Edge search number of trees [22, 27], interval graphs
and split graphs [26, 15] can be computed in polynomial time. For computing the mixed search
number, polynomial-time algorithms exist so far only for interval graphs and split graphs [12].
In this paper we show that the mixed search number of permutation graphs can be computed
in linear time, thereby resolving the computational complexity of this problem on this graph class.
Permutation graphs are a well-studied graph class with significant theoretical importance [16, 8].
In addition, we show how to compute the edge search number for a subclass of permutation graphs,
namely complete bipartite graphs. In fact we give a complete characterization of both edge and
mixed search numbers on complete bipartite graphs.

2

Preliminaries

We work with simple and undirected graphs G = (V, E), with vertex set V (G) = V and edge
set E(G) = E, and we let n = |V |, m = |E|. The set of neighbors of a vertex x is denoted by
N (x) = {y | xy ∈ E}. A vertex set C is a clique if every two vertices in C are adjacent, and a
maximal clique if no superset of C is a clique. The subgraph of G induced by a vertex set A ⊆ V
is denoted by G[A].
A path is a sequence v1 , v2 , ..., vp of distinct vertices of G, where vi vi+1 ∈ E for 1 ≤ i < p,
in which case we say that this is a path between v1 and vp . A path v1 , v2 , ..., vp is called a cycle
if v1 vp ∈ E. A chord of a cycle (path) is an edge connecting two non-consecutive vertices of the
cycle (path).
A vertex set S ⊂ V is a separator if G[V \ S] is disconnected. Given two vertices u and v, S
is a u, v-separator if u and v belong to different connected components of G[V \ S], and S is then
said to separate u and v. Two separators S and T are said to be crossing if S is a u, v-separator
for a pair of vertices u, v ∈ T , in which case T is an x, y-separator for a pair of vertices x, y ∈ S
[20, 24]. A u, v-separator S is minimal if no proper subset of S separates u and v. In general,
S is a minimal separator of G if there exist two vertices u and v in G such that S is a minimal
u, v-separator. It can be easily verified that S is a minimal separator if and only if G[V \ S] has
two distinct connected components C1 and C2 such that NG (C1 ) = NG (C2 ) = S. In this case,
C1 and C2 are called full components.

2.1

Chordal graphs, interval graphs, and pathwidth

Permutation graphs and complete bipartite graphs will be introduced in the sections in which they
are studied. In this subsection we mention the graph classes and graph parameters that are central
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in graph searching.
A graph is chordal if every cycle of length at least 4 has a chord. A triangulation of a graph
G is a chordal graph H on the same vertex set as G such that G is a subgraph of H. If there is
no proper subgraph of H that is a triangulation of G then H is said to be a minimal triangulation
of G. The following central characterization of minimal triangulations is useful for understanding
our results on permutation graphs. A triangulation of G is minimal if and only if it is obtained by
adding edges to make into cliques a maximal set of non-crossing minimal separators of G [24].
A set C of vertices of G is a potential maximal clique if there is a minimal triangulation of G in
which C is a maximal clique.
A path-decomposition of a graph G = (V, E) is a linearly ordered sequence of subsets of V ,
called bags, such that the following three conditions are satisfied: 1. Every vertex x ∈ V appears
in some bag. 2. For every edge xy ∈ E there is a bag containing both x and y. 3. For every vertex
x ∈ V , the bags containing x appear consecutively. The width of a decomposition is the size of
the largest bag minus one, and the pathwidth of a graph G, pw(G), is the minimum width over
all possible path decompositions. A path decomposition of width pw(G) is called an optimal path
decomposition of G.
A graph is an interval graph if intervals of the real line can be associated to its vertices such
that two vertices are adjacent if and only if their corresponding intervals overlap. An important
characterization of interval graphs is that a graph G is an interval graph if and only if it has an
optimal path decomposition where every bag is a maximal clique of G [14]. Such an optimal path
decomposition is called a clique-path. It is well known that the pathwidth of an interval graph
is one less than the size of its largest clique. Clique-paths of interval graphs can be computed in
linear time [7]. For an arbitrary graph G, every path decomposition of G corresponds to an interval
graph obtained by adding edges to G until each bag of the path decomposition is a clique. The
mentioned path decomposition is then a clique path of this interval graph.

2.2

Search games

The mixed search game can be formally defined as follows. Let G = (V, E) be a graph to be
searched. A search program consists of a sequence of discrete steps which involves searchers.
Initially there is no searcher on the graph. Every step is one of the following three types
• Some searchers are placed on some vertices of G (there can be several searchers located in
one vertex);
• Some searchers are removed from G;
• A searcher slides from a vertex u to a vertex v along edge uv.
At every step of the search program the edge set of G is partitioned into two sets: cleared
and contaminated edges. Intuitively, the agile and omniscient fugitive with unbounded speed who
is invisible for the searchers, is located somewhere on a contaminated territory, and cannot be
on cleared edges. Initially all edges of G are contaminated, i.e., the fugitive can be anywhere.
A contaminated edge uv becomes cleared at some step of the search program either if both its
endpoints contain searchers, or if at this step a searcher located in u slides to v along uv.
A cleared edge e is (re)contaminated at some step if at this step there exists a path P containing
e and a contaminated edge and no internal vertex of P contains a searcher. For example, if a vertex
u is incident to a contaminated edge e, there is only one searcher at u and this searcher slides
from u to v along edge uv 6= e, then after this step the edge uv, which is cleared by sliding, is
immediately recontaminated.
3

A search program is winning if after its termination all edges are cleared. The mixed search
number of a graph G, denoted by ms(G), is the minimum number of searchers required for a
winning program of mixed searching on G. The differences between mixed, edge, and node
searching are in the way the edges can be cleared. In node searching an edge is cleared only if
both its endpoints are occupied (no clearing by sliding). In edge searching an edge can be cleared
only by sliding. So mixed searching can be seen as a combination of node and edge searching. The
edge and node search numbers of a graph G are defined similarly to the mixed search number, and
are denoted by es(G) and ns(G), respectively. A winning mixed search program using ms(G)
steps (analogously, a winning edge search program using es(G) steps) is called optimal. The
following result is central and gives the relation between the three graph searching parameters.
Lemma 1 ([31]) Let G be an arbitrary graph.
• ns(G) = pw(G) + 1.
• pw(G) ≤ ms(G) ≤ pw(G) + 1.
• pw(G) ≤ es(G) ≤ pw(G) + 2.
Note that, although the node search number of a graph is known, it might be difficult to decide
its mixed search number or edge search number. Hence although pw(G) of a graph G can be
computed easily, it might be difficult to decide whether ms(G) = pw(G) or ms(G) = pw(G)+1.
A search program is called monotone if at any step of this program no recontamination occurs.
For all three versions of graph searching, recontamination does not help to search the graph with
fewer searchers [3, 21], i.e., on any graph with {edge, mixed, node} search number k there exists
a winning monotone {edge, mixed, node} search program using k searchers. Thus in this paper
we consider only monotone search programs.

3

Mixed search number of permutation graphs

Let π be a permutation of {1, ..., n}. We define G(π) to be the graph with vertex set {1, ..., n} and
edge set {ij | (i − j) · (π −1 (i) − π −1 (j)) < 0}. Hence, two vertices i, j of G(π) are adjacent
if and only if the permutation π changes their natural order. An undirected graph G is called a
permutation graph if there exists a permutation π such that G is isomorphic to G(π).
In this section we give a linear-time algorithm to compute the mixed search number of permutation graphs. Permutation graphs are a well studied graph class with subject to many theoretical
results, and they have many characterizations [16]. If G is a permutation graph then all minimal
triangulations of G are interval graphs [4]. In addition, permutation graphs have a linear number
of minimal separators [23]. Pathwidth of permutation graphs, and hence their node search number, can be computed in linear time [4, 23]. No polynomial-time algorithm has been known for
computing their mixed search number.
We start by relating mixed search number to proper pathwidth, and then giving a new general
result, before we move to permutation graphs. A path decomposition is called proper if no three
bags of the same size s all intersect in the same s − 1 vertices. The proper pathwidth of a graph
G, denoted by ppw(G) is the minimum width over all proper path decompositions of G.
Theorem 2 ([31]) For any graph G, ms(G) = ppw(G).
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Thus computing the mixed search number and the proper pathwidth are equivalent problems.
This, in combination with the following result, is the main tool that we use to compute the mixed
search number of permutation graphs.
Theorem 3 ([12]) For an interval graph G, ms(G) = pw(G) if and only if no three maximum
cliques intersect in pw(G) vertices.
We define a good path decomposition to be an optimal path decomposition that does not contain three consecutive bags intersecting in the same pw(G) vertices. We now add the following
new result for general graphs that strengthens Theorem 2.
Theorem 4 For any graph G, ms(G) = pw(G) if and only if G has a good path decomposition.
(Otherwise ms(G) = pw(G) + 1.)
Proof. First we show that in any optimal path decomposition P , if there are three bags of maximum size intersecting in the same pw(G) vertices then there are three consecutive bags intersecting in the same pw(G) vertices. Let Bi , Bj , Bk be three bags from left to right (not necessarily
consecutive) in P such that |S = Bi ∩ Bj ∩ Bk | = pw(G). Then by the definition of a path
decomposition, S is a subset of every bag of P between Bi and Bk . Since no bag is a subset of
another bag, it means that all bags between Bi and Bk must be of maximum size and contain S.
Hence any three consecutive bags between Bi and Bk are of size pw(G) + 1 and contain the same
pw(G) vertices.
If ms(G) = pw(G) then by Theorem 2, pw(G) = ppw(G), and by the above argument there
exists a good path decomposition of G.
If G has a good path decomposition P then let H be the interval graph obtained by making
each bag of P into a clique by adding edges. Since P is an optimal path decomposition of G,
pw(H) = pw(G). Since G is a subgraph of H, ms(G) ≤ ms(H). No three bags of P of
maximum size overlap in the same pw(G) vertices, and since there is a one-to-one correspondence
between the bags of P and the maximal cliques of H, no three maximum cliques of H overlap on
the same pw(G) vertices. Hence ms(H) = pw(H) by Theorem 3. Combining all of the above,
we obtain that ms(G) ≤ pw(G), and the result follows from Lemma 1.

With this general result, we are now ready to move to permutation graphs, and the computation
of their mixed search number.
Lemma 5 Let G be a permutation graph. If ms(G) = pw(G) then G has a good path decomposition that corresponds to a minimal triangulation of G.
Proof. Since ms(G) = pw(G), by Theorem 4 G has a good path decomposition P . Assume that
the interval graph H that has P as a clique path is not a minimal triangulation of G. Then H has
a chordal subgraph H 0 which is a minimal triangulation of G. Since all minimal triangulations of
permutation graphs are interval graphs, H 0 is an interval graph and has a clique path P 0 which is
a path decomposition of G. We argue that P 0 is a good path decomposition of G. Observe that
the size of the largest bag in P 0 cannot be larger than the size of the largest bag in P since H 0 is
a subgraph of H, and thus P 0 is an optimal path decomposition. Removal of edges from H might
create three new bags of size s that intersect at the same s − 1 vertices. However, if this happens
then s cannot be equal to pw(G) + 1 because if the removal of an edge splits a maximal clique
5

into two new maximal cliques, then the new maximal cliques will be of size at least 1 less than the
size of the old maximal clique. Hence, P 0 is a good path decomposition of G that corresponds to
the minimal triangulation H 0 , and the proof is complete.

In the remaining of this section, let G = G(π) be a permutation graph for a permutation π
of {1, ..., n}. A permutation diagram of G is obtained in the following way. Take two copies of
the real line between 0.5 and n + 0.5; place one of them below the other; put consecutive labels
from 1 to n on the integer points of the above one; put consecutive labels from π(1) to π(n) on the
integer points of the other; draw lines between a point on the upper line and a point on the lower
line if and only if the two points have the same labels. Each line (i, π −1 (i)) will be called the line
of vertex i. It is easy to see that two vertices i and j are adjacent in G if and only if their lines
intersect in the permutation diagram for G.
A scanline of G is a pair (a, e) where a, e ∈ {0.5, 1.5, ..., n + 0.5}. We also define the
following two scanlines s0 = (0.5, 0.5) and sne = (n+0.5, n+0.5). Each scanline si is associated
with a set of vertices Si of G such that Si consists of exactly those vertices whose lines cross si .
For each scanline si , the corresponding vertex set Si is a separator of G [4]. A special scanline is
a scanline si such that Si is a minimal separator of G and si is between two full components of
G[V \ Si ] in the permutation diagram [23].
Meister defined the potential maximal clique graph of a permutation graph, and used this to
compute the pathwidth of permutation graphs in linear time [23]. We will heavily rely on this
algorithm. The potential maximal clique graph of a permutation graph G(π) is a directed graph
PC(π) defined as follows: PC(π) has a vertex for every special scanline of G, and there is an
arc from vertex si to vertex sj if and only if the corresponding special scanline si is on the left
side of the special scanline sj and there is no other special scanline strictly between them (nonintersecting with any of them). Hence the set of vertices of PC(π) correspond exactly to the set of
minimal separators of G(π), and arcs go between non-crossing minimal separators. For each arch
si sj of PC(π) we define Cij to be the set of vertices whose lines cross si or sj and vertices whose
lines are between si and sj in the permutation diagram of G. For each arc si sj in PC(π), Cij is a
potential maximal clique of G, and each potential maximal clique of G corresponds to an edge in
PC(π). Furthermore, the number of vertices of PC(π) is O(n + m), PC(π) is acyclic and can be
generated in linear time [23]. A source-sink path in PC(π) is any directed path from s0 to sne .
Theorem 6 ([23]) Let G = G(π) be a permutation graph. An interval graph H is a minimal
triangulation of G if and only if there is a source-sink path s0 , ..., sk−1 , sne in PC(π) such that
C01 , ..., Ck−1,k is a clique path of H.
We will call a source-sink path s0 , ..., sk−1 , sne a good path if |Ci−1,i | ≤ pw(G) + 1, and
Si−1 6= Si whenever |Si−1 | = |Si | = pw(G), for all i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k}. We can now give the
following main structural result.
Theorem 7 Let G = G(π) be a permutation graph. Then ms(G) = pw(G) if and only if there
exists a good path in PC(π). (Otherwise ms(G) = pw(G) + 1.)
Proof. If there exists a good path in PC(π) then by Theorem 6 there exists a good path decomposition of G. Hence by Theorem 4, ms(G) = pw(G). If ms(G) = pw(G) then by Lemma 5
there exists a good path decomposition P of G that corresponds to a minimal triangulation. Observe that the condition that no three consecutive bags of P intersect in the same pw(G) vertices
is equivalent to the condition that no two consecutive minimal separators of size pw(G) of P are
6

equal. Hence by Theorem 6, there exists a good path in PC(π) corresponding to this minimal
triangulation.

Thus we will search for good paths in PC(π) to decide whether ms(G) = pw(G) or ms(G) =
pw(G) + 1. The algorithm is described in the proof of the following theorem.
Theorem 8 The mixed search number of a permutation graph can be computed in linear time.
Proof. We describe such an algorithm. By the results of [23], PC(π) can be computed, a topological search on it can be performed, and pw(G) can be computed in linear time. In fact, the
algorithm of Meister [23] computes the size of each minimal separator corresponding to a vertex
and each potential maximal clique corresponding to an arc of PC(π) within the linear time bound,
and the data structure on which this algorithm is based allows checking the equivalence of two
minimal separators in constant time. During the construction of PC(π), minimal separators that
are equal are detected and only one copy of the list of vertices in these minimal separators is kept,
whereas all minimal separators that contain exactly these vertices are set to point to the same location, all within the linear time bound. Hence to check whether two vertices of PC(π) correspond
to two minimal separators that are equal, can be done in constant time by comparing the pointers,
after the preprocessing during the construction of PC(π).
We now describe our algorithm, based on the above. First we run the algorithm of [23] to
construct PC(π) as described above and to compute pw(G). After this, we delete all arcs corresponding to potential maximal cliques of size larger than pw(G)+1, and all vertices corresponding
to minimal separators of size larger than pw(G) from PC(π), since these can never be involved in
paths corresponding to optimal path decompositions. After this we traverse the graph in a topological order, and delete every arc si sj such that |Si | = |Sj | = pw(G) and Si = Sj . Such arcs
can never be part of a good path, and can thus be deleted safely. Let us call PC 0 (π) the potential
maximal cliques graph that we obtain after the described deletions from PC(π). We claim that
there is a good path in PC(π) if and only if there is a source-sink path in PC 0 (π). Clearly, if there
is a source-sink path P in PC 0 (π) then P is a good path in PC(π) since P is a path in PC(π) that
does not contain any of the forbidden substructures of a good path. If there is a good path P in
PC(π) then this path survives all the deletions described above since it does not contain any of the
deleted substructures. Hence P is a source-sink path in PC 0 (π).
The algorithm, after the deletions, is to simply search for a source-sink path in PC 0 (π). The
algorithm returns such a path if it is found and outputs ms(G) = pw(G). If no such path is found,
then the algorithm returns ms(G) = pw(G) + 1. The correctness of the algorithm follows from
the proof of the claim in the previous paragraph and Theorem 7.
For the running time, after computing PC(π) and pw(G) in linear time with Meister’s algorithm [23], deletion of arcs and vertices that correspond to too big potential maximal cliques
and minimal separators can be done in linear time, too, since we only check sizes. For each arc
si sj , whether |Si | = |Sj | = pw(G) can be checked in constant time by the same arguments, and
checking whether Si = Sj can be done in constant time, too, as explained in the first paragraph,
comparing the pointers from si and sj . Looking for source-sink paths in PC 0 (π) takes also clearly
linear-time, since this is just simple graph traversal. Hence the total running time is O(n + m). 
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4

Edge search number of complete bipartite graphs

A bipartite graph is a graph whose vertex set can be partitioned into two independent sets. We
denote such a graph by G = (A, B, E) where A ∪ B is the vertex set of G, and A and B are
independent sets. A bipartite graph G = (A, B, E) is a complete bipartite graph if every vertex of
A is adjacent to every vertex of B. Such a graph is denoted by Ka,b , where a = |A| and b = |b|.
It is known that pw(Ka,b ) = min{a, b} [6], hence the node search number of complete bipartite graphs is completely characterized. By the results of the previous section, their mixed search
number can be computed in linear time, since complete bipartite graphs are a subset of permutation
graphs. Here, we give a complete characterization of their edge search number, hence completing
the knowledge of searching in complete bipartite graphs.
Lemma 9 If min{a, b} ≥ 3 then es(Ka,b ) = min{a, b} + 2.
Proof. Let A and B be the two independent sets of G = Ka,b with |A| = a and |B| = b. Assume
without loss of generality that a ≤ b. By the result mentioned above, pw(G) = a. Thus by
Lemma 1 we have a ≤ es(G) ≤ a + 2. We will show that es(G) = a + 2. Hence we have to
show that es(G) ≥ a + 2.
For this lower bound, assume for a contradiction that there is an edge search program that
clears the graph with a + 1 searchers without recontamination. If all vertices of A are occupied
by searchers initially, then one searcher is left to clear all edges, and since all vertices of B are
uncleared and without searchers, there is no way to continue without recontamination. Hence
initially at least one vertex v of B is occupied with a searcher. This searcher can only be removed
after the clearance of all edges incident to B but one, so the first move cannot be to slide the
searcher on v. The same is true for the vertices of A as well, so at most a − 1 vertices of A are
occupied with searchers initially, and the first move must be to use the last searcher to clear an
edge whose both endpoints are occupied by searchers. When all edges incident to v are cleared
except one, the searcher on v can be slided to the other endpoint of this remaining edge, and all
edges incident to v will be cleared. This can be done only if at most one vertex of A was without
searcher. After this, all vertices of A are occupied with searchers, we have one idle searcher,
and at least two vertices of B remain without searchers. Hence each vertex of A has at least two
uncleared edges incident to it. We can slide the idle searcher from a vertex u of A to a vertex of
B different from v and leave it there, and if b = 3 we can even slide the searcher on u to the last
vertex of B and leave it there, without recontamination. These are the only possible allowed moves
at this stage. But after that still we are left with at least two vertices from each side that each have
at least two uncleared edges incident to it, and we have no idle searcher available to slide between
them. Since none of the searchers can be moved without recontamination, we obtain the desired
contradiction, and conclude that the search cannot be completed with at most a + 1 searchers. 
For the cases not covered by the above lemma, it can be easily verified that es(K1,1 ) =
es(K1,2 ) = 1, es(K1,b ) = 2 for b ≥ 3, es(K2,2 ) = 2, and es(K2,b ) = 3 for b ≥ 3.
Hence we can conclude that if a complete bipartite graph is given as a pair of integers, representing the sizes of the two independent sets, its edge search number can be computed in constant
time. This is also true for its node search number by the results of [6], and its mixed search number
by our next result, which we include for completeness.
Lemma 10 If max{a, b} ≥ 3 then ms(Ka,b ) = min{a, b} + 1.
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Proof. Let A and B be the two independent sets of G = Ka,b with |A| = a and |B| = b. Assume
without loss of generality that a ≤ b. By the result mentioned above, pw(G) = a. Thus by
Lemma 1 we have a ≤ ms(G) ≤ a + 1. We will show that ms(G) = a + 1. Hence we have to
show that ms(G) ≥ a + 1.
Assume for a contradiction that there is a mixed search program to clear the graph using a
searchers without allowing recontamination. If initially all searchers are placed on the vertices of
A, each of the vertices is adjacent to at least two uncleared edges. Therefore none of the searchers
can be removed or slided without allowing recontamination. Hence initially at least one searcher
is placed on a vertex v of B so that at most a − 1 are placed on the vertices of A. Let u ∈ A
be a vertex without a searcher. All the edges between v and the vertices of A \ {u} are thus
cleared. Note that there are at least two uncleared vertices in B without searchers. (If a = b and
all searchers are placed on B the same argument above on A applies on B.) Hence the next step of
this search program cannot be to move a searcher from a vertex of A to a vertex of B, because this
would recontaminate that vertex of A since every vertex of A is adjacent to at least two uncleared
vertices in B. Hence the next move is to move the searcher on v. If it is moved to another vertex of
B, v will be recontaminated because of u, which is still uncleared. So to avoid recontamination,
the search has to continue by sliding the searcher on v to u along the edge vu. At this moment v
and all edges incident to it are cleared, all vertices of A are occupied by searchers, but each vertex
of A is adjacent to at least two uncleared edges. Therefore no searcher can be slided or removed
without allowing recontamination, which contradicts the existence of the assumed search program.
Thus, ms(G) ≥ a + 1.

For the cases not covered by this lemma, it can be easily verified that ms(K1,1 ) = ms(K1,2 ) =
1 and ms(K2,2 ) = 2.
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